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Abstract 
E.H. Spanier (1992) has constructed, for a cohomology theory defined on a triangulated space 
and locally constant on each open simplex, a spectral sequence whose &-term consists of certain 
simplicial cohomology groups, converging to the cohomology of the space. In this paper we study 
a closed G-fibration f : Y -+ X, where G is a finite group. We show that if the base-G-space 
X is equivariantly triangulated and Y is paracompact, then Spanier’s spectral sequence yields an 
equivariant Serre spectral sequence for f. The main point here is to identify the equivariant singular 
cohomology groups of X with appropriate simplicial cohomology groups of the orbit space X/G. 
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1. Introduction 
Let G be a finite group; this assumption holds throughout this paper. Let f : Y -+ 
X be a (Hurewicz) G-fibration, that is, a G-map which has the G-homotopy lifting 
property with respect to all G-spaces. By analogy to the nonequivariant case, a spectral 
sequence converging to the equivariant cohomology of Y with &term isomorphic to the 
equivariant cohomology of X with coefficients in a system depending on the cohomology 
of the fibers of f, is usually called the equivariant Serre spectral sequence of f. Such a 
spectral sequence has been constructed in [lo], and, in another setting, in [6]. 
In this paper we show that, under certain additional assumptions on the G-fibration 
f, an equivariant Serre spectral sequence of f can be obtained as an application of the 
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formalism of the paper [ 1 l] of Spanier, in particular the spectral sequence constructed 
in Theorem 6.9 of [ 111. We use the rest of this Introduction to describe this application 
and the concepts needed in it. 
Assume, for a while, that f : Y 4 X is a closed G-map and the G-spaces X and Y are 
paracompact. Let also m : Or(G) ‘P --+ Ab be a contravariant G-coefficient system; here 
Or(G) is the orbit category of G with the canonical orbits G/K for all subgroups K < G 
as objects, and the G-maps between them as morphisms. We also consider the category 
cl(X/G) of closed subspaces of X/G and inclusions between them. Let 7r : X + X/G 
be the canonical projection. 
Let us define a sequence of functors F” : cl(X/G) -+ Ab, R = 0, 1,2,. . . , by 
F”(A) = rr”c (f- ‘n-’ (A); m), A c X/G closed. (1.1) 
Here & (.; m) is the equivariant Alexander-Spanier cohomology with coefficients m as 
constructed in [5]; on locally nice G-spaces this agrees with, e.g., the equivariant singular 
cohomology of Illman, constructed in [7]. The functors Fn, together with the connecting 
homomorphisms F” (A n B) + Fn+’ (A U B) of the Mayer-Vietoris sequences for pairs 
A, B E cl(X/G), f orm an additive cohomology theory on X/G in the sense of Spanier 
[ll]. Note that since f is a closed map, if A E cl(X/G), then every G-neighborhood 
of f-‘r-‘(A) in Y contains a neighborhood of the form f-‘r-‘(V), where V is a 
neighborhood of A in X/G, and this, together with the fact that we are using Alexander- 
Spanier (instead of, e.g., singular) cohomology, implies the continuity property which a 
cohomology is in [ 1 l] required to satisfy. 
We now assume that the closed G-map f is a G-fibration, the G-space X can be 
equivariantly triangulated in the sense of Illman [8] and we are given a fixed equivariant 
triangulation of X (see Section 2 for more details). Then, in particular, X/G = IL] 
is the polyhedron of a simplicial complex L. If g is an open simplex of L, there is 
a G-homeomorphism y: G/K x g E T-I (?s) for some subgroup K = K, < G, 
where G acts trivially on g. It follows that f-‘(K’ (g)) is G-homeomorphic to 
G XK f-‘(y({eK} x g)) and, b ecause f is a G-fibration, this is G-homotopy equiv- 
alent to G x K (F, x i), where F, is the fiber of f over y(eK, x) , IC E g. Therefore, 
in the present situation, the cohomology theory (1.1) is locally constant on every open 
simplex g of L, and thus the assumptions of Theorem 6.9 of [ 1 l] are satisfied. 
To apply the above mentioned theorem of Spanier, we first recall that a stack of 
coefficients on a simplicial complex L is a covariant functor S from the category of the 
simplexes of L and their inclusions to the category Ab of abelian groups. The cohomology 
groups of L with coefficients S are 
P(L;S) = Hyz’(L;S)), 
where an n-cochain c E C”(L; S) is an alternating function on the orderings 
(A”, . . . , An) of the vertices of n-simplexes s E L with values in S(s); the coboundary 
6” : C” (L; S) + Cn+’ (L; S) is given by 
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(PC) (A’, . . . , A”+‘) 
= c(-l)“s(s, - s)c(A’. . , A”-‘.A”+‘, . J+‘), 
z=o 
(1.2) 
where s = (A”, . . , A”+‘) E L and s2 = (A”, . . . , Ai-‘, Ai+‘, . . ,An+‘). 
A direct application of Theorem 6.9 of [ 1 l] to the cohomology theory (1.1) now gives 
Theorem 1.3. Let f : Y --t X be a closed G-jibration between paracompact G-spaces, 
and assume that we are given an equivariant triangulation of X such that X/G = ILI. 
Let m : Or(G)“P + Ab be a contravariant G-coefhcient system. Then there is a spectral 
sequence with 
E2pq = H”(L;3q), 
converging to f7”+“(Y; m), w h ere 3q is a stack of coeficients on L determined by 
3’9(s) = pz(f-‘(Gz);m) for 2 E i, s E L. 
The purpose of this paper is to show that the spectral sequence of Theorem 1.3 can 
be regarded as an equivariant Serre spectral sequence of the G-fibration f. We prove 
Theorem 1.4. In Theorem 1.3, E2 pq = HP(L; 3q) is isomorphic to the equivariant (sin- 
gular) cohomology Hg (X; ??z( f; m)) of X with coefficients in a twisted G-coeficient 
system ??L(f; m) associated to the G-fibration f. 
For the definition of pL( f ; m) we refer to Section 4 below. 
The contents of the rest of this paper are as follows: In Section 2 we show that the 
equivariant Bredon-Illman cohomology of a G-space X with an equivariant triangulation 
such that X/G = ILI,. . 1s isomorphic to the cohomology of L with coefficients in a certain 
stack (compare with Sections I.6 and IV.5 of [l]). In Section 3 we generalize the result 
of Section 2 to the case of Bredon-Illman cohomology with twisted coefficients. Finally, 
in Section 4 we specialize to the twisted coefficient system pg( f; m) associated to a 
G-fibration f, and prove Theorem 1.4. 
2. Equivariant triangulations and cohomology 
Let X be a G-space, and assume that we are given a fixed equivariant triangulation 
of X in the sense of Illman [8]. This means the following: The orbit space X/G is the 
polyhedron IL1 of a simplicial complex L, and for each n-simplex s E L” \ L”-’ we 
are given a G-homeomorphism cys and an affine isomorphism ps such that the square 
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commutes. Here rr and 7riT, are projections, A, c IIF+' is the standard n-simplex, 
Ka 2 K, 3 ... 3 K, are subgroups of G and A,(G; Ko, . . , K,) = (G x A,)/ N is 
the equivariant standard n-simplex of type (Ku, . . . , K,), the relation - being defined 
by 
(9, A) N (g’, A) M gK, = g’K, for X E A, \ A,_‘, 0 < m < n. 
We denote K, = K,. The composite of oi, and the quotient map G x A, + 
A,(G; KO,. . . , K,) induces a G-map h, : G/K, x A, -+ xiT-’ (s). We also define a 
G-map yS : G/KS x s + x-’ (s) by rS(gK,, z) = h,(gK,, ,6;‘(z)). Then the triangle 





commutes and 7S restricts to a G-homeomorphism G/K, x i 2 n-’ (g). 
Let t c s be a face of the simplex s. Over i we have the G-map 
G/K3 x iLx-’ (9 +-%G/K~ x T, 
which must be of the form pts x id; for some G-map (PtS : G/KS -+ G/K,. Now the 
triangle 
G/KS x t*G/Kt x t 
(2.1) 
commutes, because Tt o (cptS x id) and “/s agree on the dense subset G/KS x i of 
G/K, x t. 
Let m : Or(G -+ Ab be a contravariant coefficient system. To m we can associate 
a stack M of coefficients on L by 
M(s) = m(G/K,); M(t-+s)=m(cpt,), tafaceofsEL. (2.2) 
Proposition 2.3. The equivariant (singular) cohomology groups H$(X; m) of X with 
coefficients m are isomorphic to the simplicial cohomology groups H”(L; M) of L with 
coeficients in the stack M defined in (2.2). 
Proof. The G-space X is a G-CW-complex with skeleta X” = x-l (IL”I), G-cells 
K’(S), s E L, and characteristic maps 5, :G/K, x (A,,&) + c’(s,$) L) 
(Xn, X+-l), s E L” \ L”-‘. Therefore H&(X; m) is the cohomology of the cochain 
complex 
. . -+ Hz(X”, X-l) 2 H;+‘(Xn+‘, X”) + . . . , (2.4) 
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where H;(.) = El&(.; m) and S” is the connecting homomorphism of the exact coho- 
mology sequence of the triple (X”+’ 1 X”, X”-‘). Also, the homomorphisms 
HZ(X”, X”-‘) - fY;(7-‘(s, S)) rf N_ H; (G/K x (s, S)) 
for s E L” \ L7’-’ give a direct product decomposition 
H;(XYX+‘) ” n H;(G/K, x (s, S)), 
SEL”\L”_’ 
and for each s E L” \ L”-’ we have the isomorphisms 
H;(G/K, x (s, S)) ” H”( s, 9; m(G/K,)) Z H” (A,, d,; m(G/K,)) 
g m(G/K), 
the second isomorphism being induced by ,& : (A,, d,) z (s, S). Thus the group 
Hg(Xn, X+‘) can be identified with the simplicial cochain group C”(L;M), and 
it remains to prove that 6” in (2.4) corresponds to the simplicial coboundary (1.2). 
Take s E L” \ L”-’ and consider an (n - I)-face t of s. Denote c = S \ i c 9. As in 
[3, Section 111.61, it is enough to show that the dashed arrow in the diagram 
H;-‘(F’(t, t)) r; -Y+H;-‘(G,‘K~ x (tj)) -Hn-‘(t,t;m(G,U&)) 
f 
I 
- excision I 
H;-‘(T-‘(s, c)) I 
(2.5) 




H~(T-‘(s, S)) --$H;(GjK, x (A-,$)) ;--f Hn(s, S; T&C)) 
can be identified with [s : t]m(cpt,) : m(G/Kt) + m(G/K,); here the incidence number 
[s : t] is computed with s and t oriented via ps and ,&. But by the commutativity of 
(2.1), the diagram 
Hz-‘(6’(tj)) rt’ -z-+H;-‘(G/& x (t, t)) N_ Hn-‘(t, t;m(G/&)) 
II 
(vpt x id) 1 4cot*)* 
Hg-‘(d(t,i)) _yb 
1 I 
Hz-‘(G/K, x (tj)) Y+H+‘(t,t;m(G/K,)) 
commutes, and the isomorphisms stemming from ys identify the composite of the three 
vertical arrows in (2.5) with 
F-‘(tj)G W-1 ($ c) -H+‘(i) 6_ Hn(s, i), 
where H’(.) = H’(.;m(G/K,)). Th us our claim follows from the classical case consid- 
ered in [3, Section 111.61. [7 
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3. Twisted coefficients 
Let X be a G-space and M a twisted G-coefficient system on X in the sense of 
[lo]. This means that M is an abelian group valued contravariant functor defined on 
tom Dieck’s fundamental group category rri(G,X) (see [2]). Explicitly, M consists of 
the following data: To every subgroup K 6 G there corresponds an ordinary local 
coefficient system MK of abelian groups on the fixed point subspace XK, and to every 
G-map ‘p : G/K, -+ G/Kz, inducing X(p) : XKZ --t XK1, there corresponds, in a 
functorial fashion, a morphism 
M(V) : MK, + X(P)*MK, 
of local coefficient systems on XK2. In particular, for z E XK2, we have a homomor- 
phism 
M(V), : i”f~z (x) + MK, (x(P) b)>. 
A construction of equivariant cohomology groups of X with coefficients M has been 
given in [lo]. Such groups Hz(X; M) can also be obtained via a straightforward gen- 
eralization of Illman’s construction of equivariant singular cohomology in [7]; this gen- 
eralization was carried out in [4]. To fix notation, we recall this latter method briefly 
below. Recently, a similar construction has appeared in [9], in the more general case 
of an arbitrary topological group G, with a suitable modification in the definition of a 
twisted G-coefficient system. 
The group H,Z(X; M) is defined to be the nth cohomology group of a cochain complex 
. ..IC~(X.M)~~;C~+‘(X;M)~... 
constructed as follows: An element c E Cg(X; M), called an equivariant n-cochain, is a 
function which assigns to every equivariant singular n-simplex G/K x A, + X of type 
K < G, or equivalently, to every singular n-simplex T : A, 4 XK of XK, an element 
c(T) E MK(T(~,)), where b, is the barycenter of A,. The equivariance of c means 
that, for every singular simplex T : A, -+ XK2 and every G-map cp : G/K, --t G/Kz, 
the formula 
@(cp) 0 T) = Mbh(bn) (c(T)) 
must hold. 
To write down the formula for S”, we need the following notation: For i = 0, . . , nf 1, 
let Q : A, + AZ, - An+1 be the usual embedding of A, to the ith face A: of A,+, . 
Further, let b6 be the barycenter of A; and Xg the linear path in A,+, from b,+i to b:. 
Then, for c E Cg(X; M) and T: A,+, --) XK, 
(G%)(T) = x(-l)"M~([To x&])(c(To~,)); 
i=O 
note that c(T 0 Ei) E MK (T(b&)), [T 0 Xk] is the homotopy class of the path T o XL, and 
MK([To~;]):MK(T(~;)) 2 M~(T(bn+t)). 
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Assume now that we are given a fixed equivariant triangulation of the G-space X with 
X/G = IL1 as in Section 2. We shall associate to the twisted G-coefficient system A4 
on the space X a stack of coefficients M on the simplicial complex L. 
Firstly, given a simplex s E L, let b, E s be the barycenter of s and b, = ys ( eK,5, b,) E 
T-‘(S), where ys : G/K, x s + riT-’ (s) is as in Section 2. We define 
M(s) = %,(b,). (3.1) 
Secondly, let t be a face of s E L. Let Xt, : [0, I] + s be the linear path in s from b, 
to bt, and define its : [0, l] -+ r-l (s) by Its(u) = Ts(eKs, X,,(U)) for u E [0, 11. Then 
its is a path from b, to Ts(eKs, b,) in X Ks. It follows from the commutativity of (2.1) 
that Y~(~K,~, b,) = X((ptS)(&), and thus we can define M(t -+ s) to be the composite 
M(t L) s): MKt(bt) + MK, (‘ys(eK,, bt)) 1 MK.~ (6,s) (3.2) 
of nf((~t~)b~ and MK* #&I). 
Proposition 3.3. The cohomology groups H,?j (X; M) of X with twisted coejficients M 
are isomorphic to the simplicial cohomology groups H”(L; M) of L with coeficients in 
the stack M deJined in (3.1) and (3.2). 
Proof. This is similar to the proof of Proposition 2.3. The cohomology Hb(X; M) can 
again be computed from the cochain complex (2.4), where now H& means equivariant 
cohomology with coefficients in the twisted system induced from M. In the present 
situation we have, for s E L” \ L+‘, the isomorphisms 
Hz(G/K,? x (s,i);M) g Hn(s.S; MK,) ” H”(s,S; MK,(~,)) ” MK,(~,), 
where nfKz means the local coefficient system on (G/K, x s)“~ g s induced from 
fi!K_ on XKs. 
To prove that the coboundary 6” in (2.4) corresponds to the simplicial coboundary, 
it is enough to show that if s E L” \ L”-’ and t is an (n - 1)-face of s, then the left 
hand column in (2.5) corresponds to [s : t] times the homomorphism M(t -+ s) defined 
in (3.2). This is verified in the same way as the analogous statement in the proof of 
Proposition 2.3, noting that now the square 





Hz-’ (G/K x (t, r)) --=% H”-’ (t, t; MKS (&)) 
commutes. 0 
4. Coefficients associated to a G-fibration 
Let f : Y + X be a G-fibration and m : Or(G)“P + Ab a contravariant G-coefficient 
system. We shall now explain how the twisted G-coefficient system zq = fTL(f; m) on 
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X, which was mentioned in Theorem 1.4, is constructed. In this construction X and Y 
can be arbitrary G-spaces. 
Let K 6 G be a subgroup. We must define an ordinary local coefficient system (?)K 
on X”. For x E XK we define 
(1?‘)K(a$ = ?$(f-‘($mK) ” ff;(G XK f-‘(Z);m), (4.1) 
where mK : Or(K + Ab is the composite of m and the functor Or(K) + Or(G) given 
by K/K’ H G XK (K/K’) Z G/K’. Let then X : [O, l] + XK be a path with X(0) = x0 
and A( 1) = z’. Since the restriction f-’ (XK) --+ XK of f is a K-fibration, K acting 
trivially on XK, the path X determines a K-homotopy class [hx] : f-‘(~0) -+ f-’ (XI). 
We find a representative hx for this class by lifting the homotopy 
f-‘(Q) x [O, l] + (x0) x [O, l] A XK 
to a K-homotopy F: f-‘(20) x [0, l] + f-‘(XK) with F(y, 0) = y, and taking hx(y) = 
F(y, 1). Now we set 
(H’)K([X]) = h: :??k(f-‘(X’);mK) 4 ??k(f-‘(Xa);mK). (4.2) 
To complete the construction of Hq, we must explain how a G-map ‘p : G/K’ --f G/K2 
induces a morphism pq (cp) : (p’),, + X(v)* (E’)K, . The map cp has the form 
‘p: yKl H ygK2, where g E G and g-‘K’g c K2, and X(p) : XK2 -+ XK’ is given 
by x H gx. Let x2 E XK2 and denote 5’ = X(‘p)(22) = gx2 E XK1. We can form a 
G-map 
4x2): G XK, f-‘(Q) + G XKz f-%2) 
by [r, y] H [rg, g-’ y], and this only depends on ‘p, not on the choice of g. Hence we 
can define Z”((P)~~ to be the composite 
z’((p)z, : (Hq)f&2) P+ $(G xK> f-‘(x2)?) 
P(m)* -4 
- ff,(G XK, f-‘(x&m) 
e (z’)K, (xl). (4.3) 
The definition of Hq = pE(f; m) IS now contained in the formulas (4.1)-(4.3). 
Now we begin the proof of Theorem 1.4. Therefore we assume that the G-fibration 
f : Y + X is closed map, the G-spaces X and Y are paracompact, and we are given a 
fixed equivariant triangulation of X with X/G = IL] as in Sections 2 and 3. 
By Proposition 3.3, 
HG(X;H4,(f;m)) E HP(L;‘Ft4), 
where 7+ is the stack of coefficients on L determined by the twisted G-coefficient system 
pg(f;m), see (3.1) and (3.2). Thus it is enough to show that IHq E Fq, where Fq is 
the stack mentioned in ( 1.3) and (1.4), defined by Spanier in Section 6 of 1111. 
For any simplex s E L, there is an isomorphism 
Fq(s) = HL(f-‘(Gb,);m) 1 HL(G XK, f-‘(b,);m) Z R’(s), (4.4) 
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because there is an evident G-homeomorphism G XK, f-‘(b,) G f-‘(Gb,). Thus it 
remains only to show that if t is a face of s E L, then .P(t w s) : F’“(t) 4 P(s) 
and ‘FP(t + s) : W(t) --f ‘l-P(s) correspond to each other via the isomorphisms (4.4). 
Consider the path xts : [0, l] + ?r-’ (s) from b, to x(~~,~)(b~) in XK’ (see (3.2)), and 
set Lt, = &s([O, 11) c 7r-’ (s). We form the diagram 
G XKt f-‘(&)- ““) G XK,, ~-‘(X(&I))~=G XK,< f-‘(&) 
I- 1 I- 
(4.5) 
f-‘(Gb,)~f~‘(GZ,,)~f-‘(Gb,), 
where h = hxts. By definition, ‘P(t -+ s) is induced in HG(.; m) by the top row of 
(4.9, and .P(t -, s) by the bottom row. Note that the bottom left map in (4.5) induces 
an isomorphism in $(.; m) by Spanier’s general formalism, a fact which in our special 
case also follows from the observation that GLt, is G-contractible to Gbt. Our assertion 
now follows, because the left hand square in (4.5) clearly commutes, and the right hand 
square commutes up to G-homotopy. Hence Theorem I .4 is proved. •I 
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